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The Oracle by K.B. HOYLE
A year ago Darcy Pennington had no real friends. A year ago she’d thought that magic only existed in fairy tales.
A year ago she would have laughed at the idea of other worlds.
Then everything changed when she’d visited Cedar Cove Family Camp and stumbled into a magical gateway to
a world called Alitheia.
It is the summer before freshman year and Darcy and her five friends have come back to Cedar Cove Family Camp
and Alitheia. This return is bittersweet because her elusive purpose in the magical realm continues to evade her.
Egged on by Tellius, the boy prince she is prophesied to marry, Darcy rebels and impulsively “petitions” an entity
called the Oracle and requests it give her information as to her purpose. In order to receive her answer she must
travel to the Oracle, and so she embarks on a journey along with her friends and Yahto Veli, the nark. Too late she
realizes her selfish entreaty has thrown the entire outcome of the prophecy itself into question and endangered
everyone. Uncertainties mount between Darcy and her companions as they fight their way through enemy territory to locate the Oracle, and an unwelcome visitor from Cedar Cove adds a layer of mystery that none of them
are prepared for.
But the perils of the quest are nothing when compared to what lies in wait for her in the lair of the Oracle. There
is a cost associated with every question asked– a cost that may be far greater than Darcy is willing to pay. And
someone may choose to make the ultimate sacrifice to free her from it.
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Need by SHERRI HAYES
As Brianna comes to terms with the realization that she is no longer a slave, she must figure out what she wants
for her life. Forgetting her past isn’t an option. It is an integral part of who she is now, and it will forever shape her
view of life. The one thing she knows is that she cannot imagine her life without the man who saved her, but can
she be what he needs?
Stephan never imagined falling in love with the woman he rescued, but the thought of her no longer being part
of his life is physically painful. The scars from her past continue to haunt her, and he is helpless to stop them. All
he can do is try to help her work through the traumas of her past. Can he be everything she needs and help her
move on?
The two must figure out how to navigate not only their relationship with each other, but also the outside world.
A friend from Brianna’s past shows up where she least expects them, and Uncle Richard continues to enforce his
well-meaning agenda to get Brianna more traditional help. As forces, both friend and foe, threaten to tear them
apart, Stephan and Brianna have to navigate the turbulent waters and find what they need in each other.
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Revisited by LINDSEY GRAY
As the Redemption series continues, in Revisited everyone’s path leads into one.
Lily Edwards, the last remaining female vampire, is facing a daunting task. She has to find Liam Caldwell, the
vampire she was forced to create, and change him back to his human state. But Lily’s task will not be an easy one
as fellow remaining vampires, Filipp and Debir, have been secretly plotting her demise for decades and were the
ones responsible for Liam being turned.
While Liam is grateful for Filipp and Debir’s guidance during his transformation into the vampire he felt destined
to be, he’s having second thoughts as he learns their whole plan is not what it seems. A handpicked army of
humans waits for Liam to change them into vampires at Filipp’s instruction. Adding to the mix is Valentina Pavel,
the last member of a Romanian witch coven, who brings forth new challenges of her own. Together, they all have
Liam doing the unthinkable, pleading for a way out.
Lily’s adopted daughter, Becca, is also preoccupied with a few dilemmas of her own. Discovering that the angel,
Sam Fleming, is her biological father presents her with a choice to accept the powers of her birthright, or continue
her human existence. She must find the answer while continuing to fight the feelings she has for fellow angel,
Abe North, and her missing new love, Ian Holt.
Ian’s world has been turned upside down now that the body-stealing demon, Gideon, is controlling him. Ian
struggles as Gideon’s decisions cause them both mental and physical pain. The only thing they agree on is their
insatiable need to be with Becca at all costs.
Friends-now-turned-enemies struggle for their eternity, while enemies-turned-friends fight side by side. Will Lily’s
past give her the answers she needs to reach the future?
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A Thin, Dark Line by EMMA ELLIOT
When Cormac O’Malley—Dogwood, Ohio’s former bad boy and a man just released after spending fifteen years
in prison—returns and shows up on her doorstep, librarian Eloise Carmichael hires him as a handyman despite
her family’s warnings and her own misgivings. Inexplicably drawn to Cormac, Eloise begins to form a tentative
friendship with the tortured, aloof man and unknowingly becomes ensnared in his quest for vengeance.
When a body is found at the library, suspicions center on Cormac, and Eloise finds herself in the role of his defender, pitted against the most powerful men in town. As the threats against Cormac escalate, Eloise becomes
obsessed with the mysteries surrounding a murder that took place fifteen years ago and begins the task of delving into the past in hopes of discovering the source of the present danger.
As the body count rises and family secrets are brought to light, Eloise and Cormac are forced to realize that the
only hope for redemption—and love—lies in each other. But when doubt is cast on Cormac’s innocence and her
very life is threatened, the one man Eloise isn’t certain she can trust is the only one who can save her.
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The White Thread by K.B. HOYLE
For the duration of her freshman year, Darcy Pennington agonized over the fate of her dear friend, the nark Yahto
Veli, who sacrificed himself to the Oracle to set her free. As her third trip to camp, and to the magical land, approaches, Darcy wonders if she’s capable of the daring rescue she wants to embark upon, but soon realizes there’s
much more at stake.
Her return to Cedar Cove Family Camp is marked by a mysterious disappearance, and in Alitheia a new message
from the Oracle adds to the riddles that must be deciphered if they are to expel the dark evil that hovers over
the land. The six friends and the alchemist Rubidius plan a sea journey that will take them beyond the borders of
Alitheia, and into the realm of a legendary archipelago. Tellius winds up joining them as well and the foes they
meet along the way are both deceptive and charming, while the Oracle’s riddles seem to dog them at every turn.
Darcy is also hiding a secret from her best friend Sam that could test their friendship beyond the breaking point,
and there’s an unexpected development in her relationship with Tellius that changes everything and makes her
understand that the deepest scars sometimes cannot be seen.
Darcy isn’t sure if she’s prepared for another meeting with the Oracle, but if she wants to have any chance of saving her friend, she must try. To complicate matters, the evil they left behind in Alitheia has not remained dormant.
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Nexus by C.L. PARKER
Kerrigan Cruz and Dominic Grayson have fulfilled their destiny, clearing the way for a new Guardian of the Light
to emerge. The product of her parents’ mixed bloodlines, Victoria Milena Cruz-Grayson must defend the world as
the only Guardian of Mankind in existence.
With the weight of the world on her shoulders, Tori must find a way to keep it from falling before the gravity of
her existence sends her crashing to her knees and mankind along with her. The real war is inside her psyche; good
versus evil in a battle between Light and Dark. But she is not alone in her quest.
The Guardian of the Guardian, Dante is destined to fight by her side. With an arsenal of wicked charm, seduction,
and the ability to ignite a raging inferno, his allure is powerful. Will it be enough to convince Tori to choose him?
Coming between them is a man whose existence is confined to her dreams. The only friend Tori has ever known,
a man she has grown to love over her short eighteen years. She doesn’t know his name, or why he’s there, but
she can’t deny the feelings she has for him. There’s only one problem; when he leaves, her dreams become nightmares plagued by demonic beings hellbent on viciously murdering her loved ones. Over and over again.
Two men, both pledging their undying love and unyielding loyalty, but one is not at all what he seems.
Torn between her lifelong friend and the man destined to stand by her side, the Guardian of Mankind must
choose her path. The fate of the world depends on her getting it right. But how can she choose when she doesn’t
really know who she is to begin with?
Nexus: There is one truth . . . Everything happens for a reason.
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Lessons Learned by SYDNEY LOGAN
A young girl needs to spread her wings, but a young woman needs roots.
High school teacher Sarah Bray never thought she’d return to Sycamore Falls, but a traumatic event at her innercity school leaves her desperate for the sanctuary of her childhood home. Orphaned as a teenager and raised by
her grandmother, she had severed all ties with the people of her hometown—including her best friend, Aubrey—
in hopes of leaving everything behind her. By returning to her roots, an older and wiser Sarah hopes to deal with
the demons of her present and confront the ghosts of her past.
While visiting the local hardware store, Sarah meets Lucas Miller, a history teacher who has recently transferred
from New York. She discovers a kindred spirit in him and learns that he is battling demons of his own. As the newest faculty members of Sycamore High School, they form a friendship—bonding through Lucas’s culture shock
and their mutual desire to build new lives in the secluded town. When they begin to open their wounded hearts
and share their secrets, their friendship effortlessly evolves into romance, giving each of them hope that maybe
they aren’t so wounded, after all.
Their newfound love is put to the test when Matt Stuart, the quarterback of the football team, shares his deepest
secret with Sarah. Fearing the painful incident that drove her from the city has followed her to Sycamore Falls, Sarah grows fiercely protective of her student. Determined that history will not repeat itself, Sarah stands by Matt’s
side as he faces the ridicule of his church, his teammates, and the school administration. When the conservative
community finally learns his secret, Sarah and Lucas—along with the town of Sycamore Falls—are schooled in
the lessons of acceptance, tolerance, and love.
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Wellesley Wives by SUZY DUFFY
Popsy Power is pretty, popular, and insanely rich. Her husband adores her, and her two daughters are busy producing babies and romping up the corporate ladder—like good little Wellesley Wives. However, what Popsy
doesn’t know is that her husband and worldly wealth will soon be gone, and as for her daughters... Well, Lily’s
romping is not restricted to the boardroom, and Rosie finds her pilot-husband flying more than his jet.
Sandra is Popsy’s best friend. She has the perfect body, bank balance, and palatial penthouse. As a second wife
herself, she should know how husbands wander, but even she is shocked when she discovers where Jack has
found his fun . . . When Lily’s nasty, little secrets suddenly go public and Rosie finds her husband flying a little too
high, it’s time to escape.
Popsy and Sandra flee to beautiful, peaceful Ireland. Rosie heads to Mexico, and Lily seeks refuge in the arms of
her man. The adventure continues for Popsy and Sandra. Within days, they’re almost arrested and killed before
finding themselves in a boathouse in Banagher—with jobs! Meanwhile Rosie is diving off the back of a catamaran
into the azure-blue of the Caribbean, but she’s not sure what’s worse—the sharks in the sea or the ones on the
beach. Back in Boston, Lily discovers that getting what she wanted was not what she wanted, but unlike her scuba
diving sister, surely she’s in too deep...
From Banagher to Boston and down to the Caribbean Sea, these four ladies are on a rollercoaster ride through
life. Rich, poor, happy, sad, in or out of love—only one thing is certain. Things are is never dull when you’re with
the Wellesley Wives.
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Risking It All by JENNIFER SCHMIDT
Kennedy Monroe barely got her foot in her college dorm her freshman year before she was being warned about
a certain dark-haired, blue-eyed self-proclaimed Casanova. There were only so many tales of heartache – and
incredibly steamy nights – she could listen to before she started to believe them. But after a run in with the most
sought after college womanizer, her ill feelings toward him change and soon a friendship forms that surprises
everyone.
Twelve years later Kennedy and Memphis Adams are closer than ever - and only friends despite what those
around them think, including Kennedy’s boyfriend Ian Brooks. When Kennedy accepts an invitation to vacation
in Alaska from Memphis, her relationship with Brooks is tested as is her restraint when it comes to the desire she
has always had for her best friend.
Alone with Memphis in Alaska, Kennedy finds it increasingly harder to ignore temptation and wants nothing
more than to give into her secret desires with the one man that has always been off limits. But is one night of passion worth the possible risk of losing their friendship over?
Feeling torn between doing the right thing and doing what she wants, Kennedy fears losing her best friend.
She knows she needs to sort out her feelings for the two men in her life and deal with the consequences of her
actions, but how can she when everything seems to be falling apart so fast? And how much can Memphis take
before he’s pushed too far and can no longer take Kennedy’s inability to make a decision about what and who
she wants?
Kennedy discovers the harsh reality of how one night can change everything and leave her risking it all.
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Mistakes

Supernova

by C.L. PARKER

by C.L. PARKER

by C.M. SMITH

In the Hands of Grace

In the Heart of Grace

Convergence

Induction

by A.M. HAYWARD & L.J. HOLDER

by DIANNE GRECO

by DIANNE GRECO

Cataclysm

by J.D. WATTS

Fourteen

by J.D. WATTS
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Last Call

by JENNIFER SCHMIDT

Unwritten Rules
by M.A. STACIE

Crowe

Lies Inside

Redemption

by JOEY MILLS

by LINDSEY GRAY

by LINDSEY GRAY

Blind Faith

The Darkness of Perfection

Mocked by Destiny

by MICHAEL SCHNEIDER

by MICHAEL SCHNEIDER

by MICHELE RICHARD
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Mocked by Faith

Old Wounds

Where All Things Will Grow

Hidden Threat

by MICHELE RICHARD

by N.K. SMITH

by N.K. SMITH

by SHERRI HAYES

Little Battles

Weight of the World

Slave

Ghosts of Our Pasts

by N.K. SMITH

by SHERRI HAYES

by N.K. SMITH

by SOPHIA DUANE
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A Banshee’s Tale

Sebastian and the Afterlife
by WILLIAM J. BARRY

by GENE DOUCETTE

The Six

Legacy Of A Dreamer

Hellenic Immortal

by VERONICA BREVILLE

by K.B. HOYLE

by ALLIE JEAN

Immortal

by GENE DOUCETTE

My Only

by SOPHIA DUANE

The Last Keeper

by MICHELLE BIRBECK
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Agents Or The Reaper
by WILLIAM J. BARRY

Behind Closed Doors
by SHERRI HAYES

Healing The Faith
by MICHELE RICHARD
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Ordering

Marketing

TERMS OF SALE

ARCs

Payment is due prior to shipping. Credit terms are available. Inquire
by email at credit@thewriterscoffeeshop.com

We provide review copies in epub, pdf or mobi formats only.

RETURNS POLICY
Our books may be returned for credit, at the retailer’s expense no
sooner than 90 days after publication, and no later than 180 days
after declared out of print. All returned books must be in resale
condition.

DISCOUNTS

BOOKMARKS
Book sellers and other venues hosting an event may request bookmarks for promotional use.

CONTACT
marketing@thewriterscoffeeshop.com

We work individually with each book seller to provide the best price
possible. Typically we can offer our books at 35-40% off retail price.

CONTACT
orders@thewriterscoffeeshop.com
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TERMS & INFORMATION

AUSTRALIA

UNITED STATES

PO Box 447
Cherrybrook, NSW 2126
+61 299 809 421
M-F 9a-5p AUS EST

PO Box 2116
Waxahachie, TX 75168
(469) 216 1338
M-F 9a-5p US CST

http://ph.thewriterscoffeeshop.com - publishing@thewriterscoffeeshop.com - @twcs_pubhouse on twitter

